HALO’s China Factory  
Coronavirus Updates

Tuesday, March 3rd, 2020 09:00a (UTC-8):

Our manufacturing facilities in Zhongshan and Debao reported this week that our workforce, thus our manufacturing capabilities, have steadily increased to approximately 60%. As has been previously reported the increases occur almost daily and we expect more of the same in the days and weeks to follow.

There are still many challenges that must be faced and hurdles to overcome. Many of our critical raw material vendors have now reopened, but they too are facing similar worker constraints, focusing on keeping everyone healthy while attempting to address our replenishment needs.

Although we are very pleased to have the plants reopen and production capacity increasing, knowing that we are heading in a positive direction, the situation remains fluid. It will likely be several weeks, after the return of the majority of our work force, before can get fully caught up on all critical customer shipments. In the meantime, we will continue to work diligently on meeting our customers’ critical requirements.

The entire HALO Team would like to thank you, our most valued customers, for your patience while we work through the COVID-19 virus issues and keep our workers safe and healthy. We will continue to communicate and update you as more information becomes available.

Sincerely,

HALO’s Management Team